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SECTION 1

Chapter One:

WORD DEFINITION

Market
In economic terms a market
is any place where goods
and services are sold. Some
markets are in a certain
place; like a vegetable market or the stock market. But
in other markets there is no
marketplace as such. Exchange takes place via
computer and payment may
be made via credit card or
bank transfer.

Consumption
In economic terms a good
is consumed when it is
bought. For an economist,
there is no real connection
between whether a good is
consumed and whether it is
used. For example, if we
were to add up the value of
all consumption in South
Africa, any weapons which
were bought by the armed
forces but not used would
still calculated as part of
national consumption.
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Reproduction: The Fourth Type of Economic Activity
In addition to these three main areas of economy there is also what
economists refer to as reproductive activities. To economists reproduction does not mean making babies but reproducing the economic system i.e. helping it to continue .Reproduction takes place in a number
of ways. First of all there is the reproduction of the producers or
workforce. Usually this takes place within the household. The present
and future producers (i.e. children) are fed, clothed and generally looked
after in their household. Secondly, there is the reproduction of the
other parts of the economic system. The state typically plays a strong
role in reproducing the economic system. For instance, by maintaining
a po-liceforce and army, the state is ensuring that the present owners
of the economic resources of the country will be defended. The state
may also spend money on infrastructure such as roads, bridges, irrigation schemes so that the economic system can continue to run
smoothly.
Another part of reproduction is ideology. In the present economy, most
ideological reproduction takes place in the schools and churches. In
schools children are taught the values which will help them to serve
the economic system effectively.
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The critic: It is said that the only thing workers have to sell is their
labour power. But more and more companies are using machines these
days instead of workers. What will we have to sell in the future when
computers and robots provide all the labour power?

WORD DEFINITION

Accumulation
of capital
Marxist economists refer to
the reinvesting of profits into
production as the process
of capital accumulation.
They argue that capitalism
cannot continue unless
there is ongoing capital accumulation.
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Chapter Two:

The critic: In traditional societies there was a crisis in times of drought
or war. People could not produce. But today we have a crisis when
factories and workers are idle. Why don’t we just make use of this
machinery and idle workers and get rid of this crisis?
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WORD DEFINITION
Speculation
When an investor speculates they buy something
because they think the price
of that object will go up. A
speculator makes profit
when their investment increases in value, not by producing goods and services
to sell. For example, a
speculator may invest in
gold bars. They buy the gold
in the hope that the value of
gold will increase. In the
1920s speculators did not
play global markets the way
they do today. There were
no computers or even efficient international phone
systems. Most speculation
was in the stock markets. In
today’s complex financial
markets there are many
types of speculation. These
include: the currency markets, equities (the buying
of shares on the stock exchange), bonds, unit trusts,
and many others. We will
discuss a number of these
types of speculation later in
this booklet. A final point to
make about speculation is
that many people argue that
it is not a useful form of investment in an economy
since it does not produce
goods and services and
does not create many jobs.
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Neoliberalism: Where does the word come from?
This term comes from two words “neo” and “liberal”. Neo is a Latin
word for “new”. In economics, liberal has a different meaning than in
politics. In economics liberal refers to the economic ideas of the 18th
century which said that markets should be left to operate freely, with as
little intervention from the state as possible. Neoliberalism is a new
version of that 18th century liberalism.
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Sun Spots and Economic Crises
The cause of economic crises has been puzzling economists for years.
In the 1830s one economist, William Jevons, concluded that economic
crises came about because of spots on the sun. But even in 1997, one
leading economist in the United States argued: “there is no point in trying to understand why markets do what they do”. Can we actually figure out how an economy works or is it all just a mystery?
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SECTION 2

Chapter Three:
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The critic: Does an economic crisis affect everyone in the same way?
Some people seem to make money from an economic crisis. We always
hear about men being unemployed but I think an economic crisis also
means more work at home for women. When there is less money and the
same number of mouths to feed, who has to stretch that little bit of food
to feed everyone? Usually it is the women. And who gets blamed if the
food is of poor quality or not enough? The woman again. The crisis is
not the same for everyone.
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The critic: Some people think that all we need is a big economic crisis
in order to mobilise the workers. But do people always join working class
organisations when there is a crisis? Probably some will turn to religion,
some to their families, some may look for a great leader, a guru to solve
their problems. I am not so sure that a crisis is what we need.
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Chapter Four:

Page 22

WORD DEFINITION

Nationalist
A nationalist is someone
who wants to build the
strength and independence
of their nation. After World
War 2, nationalism gained
popularity in many African
countries. Most nationalists
of that time fought for the independence of African
countries from the colonial
powers.

Progressive
income tax
The income tax system of a
country is progressive when
the rich pay a higher percentage of their income in
tax than the poor. Under
Keynesianism income tax
on the wealthy was very
high in some countries.
Some millionaires paid more
than 70% of their income
to tax.
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The critic: Why don’t we just go back to Keynesianism? Let the
companies make their profits as long as the workers get a job and a
decent life. Some people argue that we there is no money to afford the
welfare state any more. Others say that the welfare state is just another
disguise for capitalist exploitation. What is the way forward?
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The Boom in South Africa
The majority of South Africa’s population did not experience any economic boom during the apartheid years. But the white owners of business did benefit from the growth in the world capitalist economy. After
the Sharpeville Massacre in 1960, foreign investors flocked to South
Africa. Many believed that the mass movements had been crushed
and that there was stability. Historian Duncan Innes described the period:
The smashing of the black working class in the early 1960s paved the
way politically for the most spectacular boom in South Africa’s postwar
history. Between 1963 and 1968 GDP increased at an annual average
rate of 9,3%. This is exceptionally high by international standards and
placed South Africa among the fastest growing industrial economies in
the world at the time, ahead of those in Western Europe and North
America.
(From Anglo-American and the Rise of South Africa)
The growth in the 1960s was not only in mining but in manufacturing as
well. As these industries grew, companies were forced to employ more
black workers. These workers who were employed during the boom
period formed the core of the labour union movement which emerged
from 1972 onwards, eventually leading to the formation of COSATU
(then FOSATU) and NACTU.
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Chapter 5:

The critic: How can their be too much money in the global economy?
Are there no poor people in the world? Can’t they use the money? Are
there no schools that need to be built or hospitals that need doctors?
How can there be too much money and so much poverty at the same
time?
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WORD DEFINITION

Overaccumulation
Overaccumulation takes
place when companies
have a large amount of profits which they cannot invest
profitably in further production. One of the most common methods companies
use to try to solve the problem of overaccumulation is
to invest in speculation
rather than production.
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Page 28

Chapter 6:
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WORD DEFINITION

Exchange controls
These are measures that a
country takes to regulate the
flow of currency across their
borders. There are a
number of types of exchange controls. Some examples are: limiting how
much money a business
can take out of the country;
limiting how much hard currency a person can take out
for a holiday; not allowing
citizens to have overseas
bank accounts; making
people apply to the government if they want to obtain
hard currency; restricting
the types of imports people
can buy (e.g. no luxuries but
only items like machinery
for production or school
textbooks).

Hard currency
A hard currency is convertible anywhere in the world.
Typically the currencies of
the industrialised countries:
USA, UK, Germany, Japan,
etc are hard currencies. If
you have US dollars or
Japanese yen, you can use
these to pay off any international debt. Also you can go
into a bank anywhere in the
world and exchange this
currency for local money.
Most central banks try to
keep a reserve of hard currency so they can pay off international debts and buy
imported goods. Non-convertible currencies can only
be used inside the country.
Most African currencies are
non-convertible. The Rand
is not a fully fledged hard
currency but can be converted in some countries
and be used to pay some
international debts.
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International Competition: The Race to the Bottom
One result of the idea of “international competitiveness” is that Asian
workers have often been held up as models for the rest of the world.
These workers are supposedly highly productive yet willing to work for
cheap wages. For example, Indonesian workers who produce Nike
takkies earn about R60 per month while producing the most popular
shoes in the world. Many of these lowly paid workers in the shoe, clothing and electronics industry work in Export Processing Zones (EPZs).
EPZs have been put forward as a key strategy to build up internationally competitive industries for all countries of the South. In EPZs investors are provided with tax holidays and free infrastructure. In some countries labour legislation is not enforced in the EPZs — the policy of labour “flexibility.”
Some people call the increased international competition and labour
flexibility the “race to the bottom”. In this race, workers of the world
compete to attract investors by seeing who can reach the lowest wages
and poorest working conditions.

Neoliberalism in Everyday Life
Neoliberalism has come to influence our everyday life in ways that we
often don’t notice. A number of statements and ideas that we commonly hear reflect the influence of neoliberalism:
Q
governments are inefficient
Q
what’s good for business is good for South Africa
Q
we need to be internationally competitive
Q
democracy and free markets go hand in hand
Q
people must pay fully for services from the government
Q
trust no one
Q
those who are working are privileged — they at least have a job
Q
if we raise taxes we will scare away investors
Q
history and geography are useless subjects
Q
we need some blacks who are filthy rich
Q
VAT catches those loafers who pay no income tax
Q
you’re taking us back to the 1980s, even the 1970s
There may be some truth in some of these statements. But regardless,
they represent the influence of neoliberalism in that they generally:
Q
promote the profitability of the private sector
Q
praise the success and values of those who are wealthy
Q
try to portray those who may reduce business’ profits as selfish
or anti-social
Q
try to make fun of anyone who does not value money and
wealth above all else
Q
promote individualism over co-operation or contributing to society

WORD DEFINITION

TNCs or
transnational
corporations
These are big companies
which operate in many
parts of the world. The
value of what some TNCs
produce in a year is greater
than the value of everything
produced in South Africa in
a year. Most TNCs are
based in Europe, North
America or Japan.
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WORD DEFINITION

Bonds
Most bonds are issued by
governments. They are
pieces of paper with a
money value written on
them. An investor buys the
paper for less than the value
written on them. Then the
investor waits for a certain
period of time and can then
sell the bond back to the
government for the amount
written on the bond. For example, an investor today
may pay R90 000 for a
bond with a value of R100
000. Then in one year’s time
they can go to the government and receive R100 000
— a profit of R10 000. Most
bonds are for very large
amounts of money — R250
000 to R1 000 000. Governments often issue bonds to
raise money for projects.
For example, in South Africa
Eskom issues bonds in order to raise money to provide electricity.
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The critic: What is the state really supposed to do for us? We used to
think that the state provided health, education, pensions, postal service
— we looked to the state for everything. Now they say the state has no
power — that all the power is with the World Bank or the TNCs. But if
states have no power,why do we have a Ministry of Finance? Why do
they make economic policies and collect taxes if they have no power?

Gender and Structural Adjustment
IMF-driven restructuring programmes, whose basic characteristics are
shared with the so-called Democratic Market Economy policies, can
work only when they are based on those gendered ways of crisis. They
need women as wives and mothers to buffer the shocks of economic
turmoil so that more radical resistance against them can be smoothed
down. They need women to rush to the labour market as cheap and
casual and invisible workers so that labour costs can be kept down so
that Korea can be preferred by foreign visitors. They need women to
provide more sexualised emotional labour to their husbands so that
those discouraged male workers and business owners can feel that
their masculinity is still safe.
Soung-Ai Choi, Asian Women Workers’ Newsletter, April 1998
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Shock Therapy in Russia
After the collapse of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s a neoliberal
economic policy was put into place. Since that time hundreds of former
state-owned companies have been privatised. This has led to the retrenchment of millions of workers. From 1989 to 1995, total industrial
production in Russia declined by 44%. Between 1992 and 1993 prices
increased 100 fold while wages only increased ten fold. Neoliberal shock
therapy has meant desperate economic crisis for the Russian people.
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Chapter 7:

Page 36

WORD DEFINITION

Means of
production
Marxists use this term to refer to the factories, machinery, equipment and other
things that are necessary for
production to take place.

The critic: The Marxists have a lot of nice sounding ideas. They talk
about worker control and equality, but what can they do to get us
out of an economic crisis? We are not going to have socialism tomorrow
but we have to eat tomorrow. What do the socialists want workers to
do between now and the time when capitalism is supposed to be
overthrown? Do they just follow the Keynesians until it is time for a
revolution?
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SECTION 3

Chapter 8:

WORD DEFINITION

The South
The countries of the South
generally refer to countries
in Asia, Africa and Latin
America.
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WORD DEFINITION

Devaluation
A devaluation occurs when
the Central Bank (or Reserve Bank) lowers the
value of a country’s currency in relation to other currencies. In most countries,
the central bank has the
power to control the foreign
exchange market by setting
the value of the currency.
Devaluation differs from depreciation. Depreciation refers to the fall in the value of
a
country’s
currency
through buying and selling
in the currency markets.
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The critic: Does Aid Make a Difference? Between 1946 and 1978 the U.S.
gave $6 billion in aid to South Korea. During that same period all of Africa
received $6,9 billion in aid. Do you think we would be speaking of “African
miracle” economies if one African nation had received $6 billion in aid?
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The Crisis for Korean Women
Apart from turning in their gold jewelry to the government, women in
Korea were also expected to take part in the national campaign entitled
“Get Your Husband Energised”. This campaign urged women to direct
extra energy toward supporting their unemployed husbands, especially
trying to control any “suicidal impulses”. One writer also noted that the
campaign was linked to condemning any woman-initiated divorce as
“the most vicious crime of the ‘IMF’ era.”
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The critic: The Asian NICs were so powerful, yet they were brought to
their knees in a few months. Maybe they opened their economies too much
to foreign business or maybe they themselves were too corrupt and greedy.
But if the Asian NICs could not succeed, what path must African countries
follow?
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Chapter 9:
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Resistance to the IMF
In several countries, the cutbacks demanded by the IMF led to intense
political struggle. In May 1998 mass movements led by students and
workers mobilised and ultimately overthrew President Suharto of Indonesia who had been in power for some 32 years. Although there were
many longstanding grievances against Suharto, the final straw in his
rule was the economic crisis and the cutbacks in state expenditure
demanded by the IMF packages.
South Korea, in mid-1998, saw a wave of national strikes targeted at
maintaining guaranteed employment in Korean industries. Retrenchments in industry were largely due to the Structural Adjustment Programme linked to South Korea’s IMF loan.

The critic: Surely there is something we can do to stop these
speculators from playing with our currency. No one seems to really
support them, but nothing is done to control them. I wonder why.
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The Struggle over the State in other Emerging
Markets
WORD DEFINITION

Emerging markets
These are the financial markets of countries outside of
the main industrialised
economies. These markets
include most of Asia (except
Japan), Latin America, Africa and the former socialist countries such as Russia.

The Asian countries have not been the only emerging markets
where struggles over relations with the global economy have led to
serious political conflict. In Russia, the battle over the Yeltsin government has revolved around economic issues. Boris Yeltsin has been
a staunch supporter of the globalisation process in Russia. He has
spearheaded privatisation and massive government spending cutbacks. Opposition to Yeltsin has come from those who want the state
to play a more active role in regulating the economy and delivering services.
The mass demonstrations and strikes in Zimbabwe in 1997–8 were
linked to government cutbacks on social spending such as subsidies
on education, transport and fuel. In each of these countries there is
also a problem of lack of political democracy and corruption, but these
problems are made worse by the fact that the state is implementing
neoliberal policies.

Selling Off Asian Economies
Companies in Asia taken over by TNCs included:
n AIG, a U.S. insurance company bought Bangkok Investment
n A Singapore company, DBS, bought the Thai Danu Bank
n Coca-Cola increased its stake in the local Thai bottling company
to 49%
n Royal Dutch Shell is buying the oil refineries of the Korean Hanwha
Group
In addition, a number of Asian state enterprises were to be privatised.
These included the following Korean companies: POSCO Steel, Korea
Telecom, Korea Heavy Industries and Construction, Korea Gas.
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IMF: Fire Fighters for the Global Economy?
[The IMF] became the fire engine, if you like, of the global economy.
Today it races around putting out flames to stop crises spreading. The
problem with firemen is they often do damage of their own - the water
causes more destruction than the fire. The IMF’s heavy-handed approach of forcing problem countries into a financial straitjacket as a
condition for help has proved highly counterproductive. It virtually killed
off the economies in Thailand, Korea and Indonesia.
David Lascelles - Financial Mail 12 June 1998

The critic: The IMF seems to have made a mess in the Asian crisis.
But what do we expect from international financial institutions? Just lots
of free money with no strings attached? Do we want them to take from
the rich countries and redistribute to the South? Are such institutions
even necessary or should we just scrap them all?
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Chapter 10:
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Something to Think About
There are two big questions which emerge from this crisis:
1. Are the Asian countries models for South Africa and other countries of the South?
In recent years many government and business leaders in South Africa
have used the “successes” of the Asian NICs as models of transformation which our country should try to follow. But with the collapse of
some of the most powerful of the Asian tigers, is economic growth and
industrialisation still possible through the path of export-oriented growth
used by the NICs?
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2. How big is this crisis?
The neoliberal solution which has been in place for many years now
has managed to stop the sort of global deflation and collapse that we
saw during the Great Depression. But has the neoliberal solution actually solved the problem or has it merely treated the symptoms of a
much bigger disease? In other words, is a much bigger collapse likely
to be ahead of us or have we seen the worst of the meltdown?
We will keep these questions in mind as we now look at the South
African economy and how we can respond to the global crisis.
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SECTION 4

Chapter 11:

Page 54

Page 55

The RDP and the Crisis
The South African economy is in a deep-seated structural crisis and as
such requires fundamental reconstruction. For decades forces within
the white minority have used their exclusive access to political and
economic power to promote
their own sectional interests at
the expense of black
p e o ple...The ever-changing
and destabilising global
economy has also adversely affected the local economy...
Reconstruction and development will be achieved through
the leading and enabling role
of the state, a thriving private
sector, and active involvement
by all sectors of civil society
which in combination will lead
to sustainable growth.
RDP
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COSATU Central Committee on GEAR
GEAR, has drastically limited, and undermined the role of the democratic state in driving social transformation. The Central Committee
believes that these policies, which have been forced on the country for
ideological reasons, must be abandoned before we reach a point of no
return.

The critic: Why did the government introduce GEAR? Were they forced
to do it by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund? Was it
just a sellout? Was the RDP so different from GEAR or do we just like it
because we were part of putting it together?
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Foreign investment in South Africa: Is it Coming in?
In late 1998, Business Map South Africa reported that R27,3 billion in
foreign investment had come into the country since 1994. The largest
investment was the R5,5 billion from SBC Communications (U.S.) and
Telkom Malaysia to buy 30% of Telkom. For the first four months of
1998, foreigners bought 46% of the shares sold on the JSE and 20% of
bonds. But economists who promote foreign investment in South Africa
note that there are three problems at the moment. Firstly, most foreign
firms are buying up existing South African businesses rather than starting up new production. In the end such investment may not add to the
economic growth rate. Secondly, more foreign investment is going into
speculation than production. Thirdly, in their view, in order to reach the
GEAR target of 6% economic growth by 2001, South Africa needs more
than R20 billion per year in foreign investment.
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Chapter 11:

WORD DEFINITION

Hard Currency
Reserves
South Africa, like most countries, keeps large amounts
of hard currency in their
Reserve Bank or central
bank. This money helps ensure that a country can always afford to pay its foriegn
debts and buy imported
goods.
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Winners and Losers in the Economic Crisis
The Fall of the Rand
Winners:
n
companies whose exports will be bought in greater quantity because they are now lower in price overseas (e.g. clothing, wine,
motor spares)
n
companies whose exports prices are set in hard currency (e.g.
gold)
n
companies or individuals who are paid in hard currency
Losers:
government sectors which rely heavily on imports (e.g. public transport, parts of the health system which import equipment and medicines)
n
businesses which rely heavily on imported inputs and machinery
n
consumers who buy imported goods (most of us)
n
companies which cannot compete with Asian producers in countries where the currency declined in value even more than the Rand
n
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Higher Interest Rates
Winners:
n
those who earn money from interest (e.g. banks, speculators)
Losers:
n
borrowers all those who have housing bonds, buy on account,
use credit cards, or have taken out loans for business purposes.
When interest rates go up, their repayment goes up.
n
potential borrowers all those who would like to borrow in order to
start up a business, or buy a house will be deterred by the
increased cost of loan repayments.
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Chapter 13:
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WORD DEFINITION

The Tobin Tax
The U.S. economist James
Tobin suggested a tax of
0,5% on all international exchange transactions. He
proposed that all the funds
raised from the tax be
placed in an international
development fund.

Corporate Watch/Sweatshop Watch:
These are two international campaigns which organise action against
TNCs who have extremely bad labour practices. They have played a
major role in mobilising international condemnation of Nike for its
superexploitation of workers in Indonesia and other Asian countries.
Nike paid one U.S. basketball star, Michael Jordan, $23 million to advertise their shoes. This was more than the wages for one year of all
the Nike workers in Indonesia. It is estimated that it costs Nike about $6
U.S. dollars to make a pair of shoes which then sells for about $120 in
the U.S. International publicity has forced Nike to agree to some improvements in working conditions. Corporate Watch has also worked
to expose the conditions faced by women workers in the global textile
industry.
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Shifting Views of Economists: A New Keynesianism?
Throughout the 1980s and most of the 1990s, the vast majority of economists in government, business, and international organisations (e.g.
the UN) fully supported the neoliberal model. But since the start of the
Asian crisis, a number of these former neoliberals have begun to call
for more regulation of the global economy and expressed criticism of
the neoliberal approach taken by the IMF. Amongst these have been
Joseph Stiglitz, Senior Economist at the World Bank, Jeffrey Sachs,
past adviser to the IMF and Paul Krugman, well-known former neoliberal
economist based at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the
US. Perhaps the most outspoken has been George Soros, a billionaire
speculator, who on many occasions has warned of global economic
collapse. Soros argues that the global economy cannot remain as it is
or go back to the welfare states of the Keynesian boom:

The welfare state becomes inappropriate within the framework of the
world financial market. Closer international co-operation is necessary,
a harmonisation of policies, like what is going to happen in Europe with
the creation of the euro.
WORD DEFINITION

The euro
This is a currency introduced in Europe in 1999.
Over the next few years it
will replace all the national
currencies in Europe. In the
end there will be no German
mark or French franc — only
the euro.
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February 1999

Is Capitalism Collapsing?
Some Marxists argue that capitalism has no way out of this crisis. They
believe that the neoliberal restructuring of the 1980s and 1990s has
pushed capitalism into a structural crisis. In their view, this structural
crisis cannot be solved by Keynesianism because so few alternatives
remain for productive investment. They argue that the power gained by
speculative capital cannot be shifted back into production — yet without production there can be no capital accumulation. So these Marxists
contend that we are facing a major collapse of the global capitalist
system — not a minor shock or normal business cycle or even a long
wave crisis.
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The Neoliberal Response to Crisis: Globalisation
Speculation is often only good management and prudence in using
our savings.
Michel Camdessus, Managing Director of the IMF
The so-called currency crisis in South Africa will be solved by making the country an attractive place to invest money. Steps must be
taken by government to deregulate labour and business, privatise,
reduce waste and corruption, downsize government at every level.
Letter to the Business Day, 24 June 1998
To attract companies like yours... we have felled mountains, razed
jungles, filled swamps, moved rivers, relocated towns... all to make
it easier for you and your business to do business here.
Phillipine government advert in Fortune magazine
Freer markets and freer trade in the new global economic system
are what will ultimately put an end to slow growth and high unemployment in the industrial world... that’s what the new economic order is all about.
Business Week (U.S. magazine)

The Keynesian Response to the Crisis: Regulation
If there is to be an international legacy from this crisis it should be
the establishment of mechanisms to monitor and react in time.
This should top the list of the agenda for the evolution of the international financial system.
Gamani Corfea, Sri Lankan economist, Secretary-General of UNCTAD
We must give high priority to legislative and judicial action aimed
at establishing the legal principle that corporations are public bodies
created to serve public needs and have only those privileges specifically extended to them by their charters or in law.
David Korten, author of When Corporations Rule the World

It is time that states, acting individually and together, regionally or
multilaterally, played the role for which they are put in power: to
protect their citizens and the public from the mistakes of the markets and the manipulations of predatory forces.
Martin Khor, Third World Network
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In recent months the currency markets in the NAM countries have
been ravaged by speculators. The market has shown that it has no
social conscience... This unbridled and uncontrolled speculation
must be harnessed and preferably disarmed... The opportunity for
introduction of the Tobin tax has never been better than now.
NGO Conference Parallel to the Non-Aligned Movement Summit,
Durban, 1998

The Alternative Voice
We shall take steps to strengthen the capacities of peoples and
communities to defend themselves against the on slaught of
globalisation...Over the long term we shall strive to develop alternative paradigms that uphold and safeguard the peoples’ interest,
rights, welfare and values, ensure their sovereign control of their
natural and human resources, guarantee economic democracy,
democratic governance and their right to determine their national
destiny.
The International Conference on Alternatives to Globalisation, The
Philippines, November 1998

Any focus on lobbying international institutions or creating comparable alternatives will get us absolutely nowhere... The key to international solidarity isn’t international institutions but internationalising the struggle carrying on the fight ... in each country and
thereby reinforcing and creating the space for working class struggles in other countries.
Sam Gindin, Canadian Auto Workers Union

We note that our economic situation is connected with the global
economic crisis, itself a symptom of the structural errors in international capitalism. The challenge for our economy to be internationally competitive is interpreted as a call to provide more favourable
conditions for private investment through reduced labour costs,
lower taxes and restrictions on social responsibility programmes.
The deepest religious concerns assert that if this be so, alternative
economic systems must be found.
Submission by Ad Hoc Group from South African Council of Churches
and National Religious Leaders Forum to the Jobs Summit,
October 1998

The current crisis may translate into opportunity for the progressive
movement. For it opens up the space for people to once again
entertain altrnative paths to development.
Walden Bello, Asian economist, 31 October 1997
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The critic: Can we really solve this economic crisis? How can we control
such huge forces: the speculators, the TNCs, the IMF when we are so
small and disorganised? Will things get worse before they get better? Is
there really any light at the end of the tunnel of this economic crisis? Is
the solution local, national or global?
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Appendix A:
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The South African Reserve Bank
WORD DEFINITION

Monetary policy
The monetary policy of a
country is the measures
taken to control the amount
of money in circulation and
the value of the currency. In
most countries the Reserve
Bank or central bank plays
a leading role in monetary
policy. These central banks
have several tools of monetary policy which they can
use. The most well-known
tool of monetary policy is
varying interest rates.
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The South African Reserve Bank is a parastatal — partly financed and
linked to government, but not directly accountable to any government
department. The Reserve Bank has two major roles in the economy: i)
to set guidelines for how commercial banks (e.g. Standard, FNB,
Nedbank) operate ii) to use monetary policy
(e.g. interest rates)
to try to achieve specific economic goals.
The Reserve Bank is headed by a governor but run by a Board of
Governors. The Board of Governors comes largely from business with
a few representatives from government. There is no one from labour or
community structures on the Board.
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International Labour Resource and Information Group
ILRIG is a labour service organisation founded in 1983. We provide research,
education and training to unions, community structures and other development organisations. Our overall focus is globalisation. Our specific areas of
work are: Privatisation, Public Sector Reform, Workplace Restructuring,
Transnational Corporations, Export Processing Zones, Workplace Democracy,
Gender, and International Solidarity.

To contact us:
Postal Address: P O Box 1213 Woodstock 7915
Physical Address: Community House, 41 Salt River Road, Salt River,
Cape Town, South Africa
Telephone: (021) 476375 Fax: (021) 448 2282

Email: info@ilrig.org.za

WEB site: http://www.ilrigsa.org.za

The ILRIG Globalisation Series
This booklet explores the concept of globalisation. It is meant as an introduction to the topic for people in unions, community structures, womens’ organisations, and other progressive groupings. This booklet is our second in a series
of popular publications devoted to globalisation and related topics.
Our series takes the view that globalisation is not neutral or inevitable. We
hope our publications will help empower people to stand up to the forces that
ore promoting the globalisation process in South Africa and internationally.

